
ĐỀ THI TIẾNG ANH LỚP 8 HỌC KÌ 1 ĐỀ SỐ 1 

I. Choose the word which has a different sound in the part underlined. 

1. A. normal          B. name            C. money               D. monkey

2. A. pink              B. anger            C. bank                  D. land

3.A. visited            B. worked         C. watched            D. stopped

II. Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others.

1. A. harmful           B. slowly               C. cloudy                   D. unique

2. A. worship           B. belong               C. enjoy                     D. behave

3. A. alternate          B. entertain            C. symbolize             D. cultivate

III. Read the passage. Circle the best answer A, B, or C to each of the questions.

When the fireworks light up the sky across the states in America, they signalise the 
transition moment between the old year and the new year. At Times Square, New York 
City, this sacred moment is illuminated by the traditional dropping of a dazzling ball. 
It’s fantastic to see the confetti rain down over the square and people cheer and take 
selfies to say a farewell to another departing year. 

Before this annual great event, numerous flocks of New Year’s Eve celebrants, 
beginning to head for the square at 2 p.m., join the big celebratory party and 
enthusiastically wait until the clock strikes midnight. A handful of festivities, like live 
music performances from famous artists, happen during this time. People can enjoy 
the bustling evening atmosphere among the enormous crowds in the avenues or 
observe the event on the rooftops of luxury high buildings. Although it’s inconvenient 
to wait long hours in cold weather to see the ball drop and colourful fireworks 
displays, it’s worth the wait.   

1. What is the passage mainly about?

         A. A way to enjoy the ball drop at Times Square.

         B. A farewell party to celebrate New Year in the USA.

         C. A special New Year’s Eve event in New York City.



2. What does the word they in line 1 mean?

A. The fireworks.

B. The sacred moments.

C. The states.

3. What does the ball drop create?

A. The flocks of cheerful people.

B. The cold rain at midnight.

C. The shower of pieces of coloured paper.

4. When do people start to arrive at Times Square?

A. At 2 p.m.

B. At midnight.

C. In the evening.

5. Which of the following is TRUE about the ball drop event?

A. There is no live music performance before the event.

B. People can sit on the rooftop of a building to watch the event.

C. It’s comfortable for revelers to wait for the event on a cold night.

IV. Choose A, B, C, D for each gap in the following sentences. 

1. You should buy the blue sweater. It suits you ______ than the red one.

A. good

B. well

C. better

D. the best

2. The _________ of Quan ho singing has been recognized as a world heritage.

A. preservation



B. procession

C. song

D. performance

3. Saint Giong was unable to talk, smile, or walk _________ he was three years old.

A. even though

B. because

C. while

D. if

4. Giving and receiving lucky money are Vietnamese _____________ at Tet.

A. culture

B. costumes

C. features

D. traditions

5. The village festival helps us maintain our traditions, connect with other people, and 
strengthen our family _____________.

A. relation

B. reunion

C. bonds

D. activity

V. Complete the following sentences using the cue words.

1. Women/ dance and beat/ rhythm/ the same time.

_________________________________________________________________

2. They/ embroider and decorate/ clothes/  beautifully.

_________________________________________________________________
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=> The women dance and beat the rhythm at the same time.

2. They/ embroider and decorate/ clothes/ beautifully.



=> They/ embroider and decorate/ clothes/ beautifully.

VI. Supply the correct form of the given word. 

1. Cutting down a lot of trees is very harmful to the environment. (Harm) 

2. National parks are important in protecting the environment and natural resources. 
(Importance)

3. They live in a beautiful cottage surrounded by trees and flowers. (Surround) 

4. I like cooking because I usually burn the food. (Like)


